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Motivation

To cluster

According to [1]: 

The “effectiveness” of clustering methods is one the nine open issues in clustering; 

Adapting the clusterings to various disciplines can be considered as a trends in clustering. 

• Therefore, in this talks, the objectives are to: 

• improve the effectiveness of partitional clustering methods [2]; 

• adopt clustering methods to community detection in attributed networks (feature-rich) in [3, 4]. 

[1] Ezugwu, A.E., Ikotun, A.M., Oyelade, O.O., Abualigah, L., Agushaka, J.O., Eke, C.I. and Akinyelu, A.A., 2022. A comprehensive survey of clustering 
algorithms: State-of-the-art machine learning applications, taxonomy, challenges, and future research prospects. Engineering Applications of 
Artificial Intelligence, 110, p.104743. 

[2] Shalileh, S., 2023. An Effective Partitional Crisp Clustering Method Using Gradient Descent Approach. Mathematics, 11(12), p.2617. 

[3] Shalileh, S. and Mirkin, B., 2022. Community partitioning over feature-rich networks using an extended k-means method. Entropy, 24(5), p.626. 

[4] Mirkin, B. and Shalileh, S., 2022. Community detection in feature-rich networks using data recovery approach. Journal of Classification, 39(3), 
pp.432-462.[4]: An Extension of K-Means for Least-Squares Community Detection in Feature-Rich Network.
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Introduction and background 

To cluster

• Clustering: partitioning the data set into partitions s.t. within-partition data points are as homogeneous as 
possible & between-partitions data points are as heterogeneous as possible.  

• A recent review [1], extends the well-accepted taxonomy of clustering methods and reviews the trends and 
open challenges.  

[1] Ezugwu, A.E., Ikotun, A.M., Oyelade, O.O., Abualigah, L., Agushaka, J.O., Eke, C.I. and Akinyelu, A.A., 2022. A comprehensive survey 
of clustering algorithms: State-of-the-art machine learning applications, taxonomy, challenges, and future research prospects. 
Engineering Applications of Artificial Intelligence, 110, p.104743.
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Motivation

To cluster

• According to [1]: 

Adapting the clusterings to various disciplines considered as a trends;  

The “effectiveness” of clustering methods is one the nine open issues in clustering. 

• [2] aims to improve the effectiveness of partitional clustering methods 

[2] Shalileh, S., 2023. An Effective Partitional Crisp Clustering Method Using Gradient Descent Approach. Mathematics, 11(12), 
p.2617. 
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Proposed methods 
Assumptions & notation 

• Consider a set of  data points  , for ,  is the dimensionality of the data points. 

• Goal: partition  into  crisp clusters s.t.  

(i) the within-cluster data points are as homogeneous as possible and, 

 (ii) the between-clusters data points are as heterogeneous as possible. 

• Associate each cluster, , with the centroid in the : 

: set of clusters, 

: set of centroids in feature space. 

N X = {xi}N
i=1 xi ∈ ℝV V

X K

sk ck

S = {sk}K
k=1

C = {ck}K
k=1
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Proposed methods 
Clustering objective and the strategies

• Generic clustering objective function:  

                                              

• where  represents a (generic) distance function that will be applied to measure the distance 
between the data point  and the centroid  

• There can be various strategies for optimizing this objective:  

• In the current research, we adopt gradient descent (GD). 

• Gradient is the direction of the steepest descent direction: named the core of our proposed model: 

                                     “Gradient Descent Clustering (GDC).”

F(X, S, C) =
K

∑
k=1

N

∑
i=1

f(xi, ck) (1)

f : X × C ⟶ ℝ
xi ck .
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Proposed methods 
GDC: Notation update

• Update the notation, by reflecting the iterations, at -th iteration:  

set of clusters  

set of centroids   

• GDC has three components:  

1. cluster assignment criterion, 

2. cluster update rule(s),  

3. convergence condition.

t

S(t) = {s(t)
k }K

k=1,

C(t) = {c(t)
k }K

k=1 .



• The cluster assignment criterion: 

         

• The update rule, in its vanilla form, VGDC: 

        

 represents the step size, and  is the gradient of the distance function, , w.r.t the -th centroid at 
iteration  evaluated with the data point .  

• VSDC is prone to slow convergence, especially, at nearly flat surfaces; 

• Accumulating momentum was proposed to tackle it, however, it may lead to overshoots at the valley floor; 

• To avoid the overshooting,  Nesterov accelerated momentum can be adopted (NGDC).

argmin
k

f(xi, c(t)
k ) < f(xi, c(t)

j ), ∀j ≠ k . (2)

c(t+1)
k = c(t)

k − α∇c(t)
k

f(xi, c(t)
k ), (3)

α ∇c(t)
k

f k
t xi

10

Proposed methods 
GDC: methodology-I



• NGDC update rule: to modify the gradient at the projected future position as follows: 

 

 

• where 

  is the momentum vector, with initial values of zero, which accumulates the gradient's history up 
to iteration  

 is a coefficient, a hyper-parameter, that decays the momentum: our empirical studies: 
value  leads to superior results

v(t+1) = β1v(t) − α∇c(t)
k

f(xi + β1v(t), c(t)
k ), (4a)

c(t+1)
k = c(t)

k + v(t+1) . (4b)

v(t)

t

β1 ∈ [0,1)
∈ [0.3,0.6]
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Proposed methods 
SDC: methodology-II



• Noteworthy to add 

1. Since at each iteration, we compute the gradients of  w.r.t the closet centroid of , thus, adding  
usually has a desirable impact: consider the ideal situation for which the data and the momentum 
vectors point to the same direction in the (feature) space. Thus, this addition decreases the gradients, 
which is desirable to avoid overshooting. Meanwhile, the first term in Eqn. (4a) provides additional 
momentum for going down the hill. 

2. However, in less ideal circumstances, this addition may have less desirable influences, and this 
negative influence becomes more exaggerated when some of the components of the gradient vectors 
(or the momentum) have constantly high values: for which they negatively influence the update 
direction.  

3. The adaptive gradient optimization methods have been proposed to dull the effect of such components. 
We postponed applying those methods to our future studies (the manuscript is under the review).

f xi v(t)

12

Proposed methods 
SDC: methodology-III
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DdProposed methods 
SDC: proposed algorithms

• Python Source code:  https://github.com/Sorooshi/NGDC_method 



• Four algorithms from the literature 

1. Agglomerative clustering: Murtagh, F. and Contreras, P., 2012. Algorithms for hierarchical clustering: an overview. 
Wiley Interdisciplinary Reviews: Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery, 2(1), pp.86-97.:  recursive hierarchical 

2. K-means: Steinley, D., 2006. K‐means clustering: a half‐century synthesis. British Journal of Mathematical and 
Statistical Psychology, 59(1), pp.1-34.: simultaneous K-clusters extraction using alternating optimization 

3. GMM: McLachlan, G.J. and Rathnayake, S., 2014. On the number of components in a Gaussian mixture model. 
Wiley Interdisciplinary Reviews: Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery, 4(5), pp.341-355.: A generalization of K-
means using EM algorithm and Gaussian Distributions. 

4. Spectral: Von Luxburg, U., 2007. A tutorial on spectral clustering. Statistics and computing, 17, pp.395-416.: A set 
of combined approaches based on the eigenvalue analysis of a graph's adjacency and K-means.

14

Experiments settings 
Competitors



• Normalized Mutual Information (NMI): Cover, T. & Thomas, J. Elements of Information Theory; John Wiley and Sons: Hoboken, NJ, USA, 2006. 

• Given two partitions:  Cluster memberships  & Ground truth  

• Contingency table is a two-way table, s.t. its rows correspond to parts of , and its columns, to parts of .  

• The -th entry is  , the frequency of  co-occurrences.  

• Marginal row and marginal column are defined as  and  

• The probability that an object picked at random falls into  is  or  into  is . 

• The entropy of  and  :=  & , respectively.

S = {Sk}K
k=1 T = {Tl}L

l=1

S T

(k, l) nkl = |Sk ∩ Tl | (k, l)

ak = ∑L
l=1 nkl = |Sk | bl = ∑K

k=1 nkl = |Tl |

Sk a(k) = ak /N Tl b(l) = bl /N

S T H(S) = −
K

∑
k=1

a(k)log(a(k)) H(T) = −
L

∑
l=1

b(l)log(b(l))

15

Experiments settings 
Metric-I



• Normalized Mutual Information (NMI):  

• Mutual information (MI) between  and  is calculated using: 

 

• where   is the probability that an object picked at random falls into both  &  . 
Therefore, normalized mutual information is defined: 

 

• NMI , the closer its values are to unity, the better the match between the clustering results and the 
ground truth and vice versa.

S T

MI(S, T) =
K

∑
k

L

∑
l=1

pkl log(
pkl

a(k) × b(l))
),

pkl = nkl /N Sk Tl (k = 1,2,...,K; l = 1,2,...,L)

NMI =
MI(S, T)

max(H(S), H(T))
.

∈ [0,1]

16

Experiments settings 
Metric-II
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Experiments settings 
12 popular real-world data sets



1. Determine the number of data points , clusters , and features .  

2. The clusters' cardinalities were determined randomly with two constraints:  

i. no cluster should contain less than a pre-specified number of data points (we set this number to 30 in our 
experiments),  

ii. the number of data points in all clusters should sum to .  

3. We generated each cluster from a multivariate normal distribution: 

i.  with diagonal covariance matrix where the values derived uniformly at random from the range  
(they specify the cluster's spread), and 

ii. means, i.e., each component of the cluster centroid are derived uniformly random from the range 
, where controls the cluster intermix: the smaller value of , the higher the chance that 

data points from a cluster fall within the spreads of other clusters. 

N K V

N

[0.05,0.1]

ζ × [−1, + 1] ζ ∈ A ζ

18

Experiments settings 
Data sets: synthetic data-I
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Experiments settings 
Data sets: synthetic data-II
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Experiments 
Real-world data sets

• NGDC won eight out of 12 competitions. 

• It has significant edge over the competitors at Breast Tissues, Glass, and Spam Base. 

• Agglomerative is the second winner.



• NGDC dominates these tables

21

Experiments 
Synthetic data sets: N=1000, 3000 and K=2



• NGDC and Agglomerative are the winners 

• Refer to the paper for more:  https://www.mdpi.com/2227-7390/11/12/2617 

22

Experiments 
Synthetic data sets: N=1000, 3000 and K=10

https://www.mdpi.com/2227-7390/11/12/2617
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Conclusion and future work
Conclusion:  

1. Applied GD to least-squares criterion for clustering in feature space 

2. Empirically validated and compared the performance of NGDC with four benchmark algorithms on 12 
real-world and 780 synthetic data. 

3. NGDC appeared to be the wining algorithm of the current research 

Future work: 

1. NGDC is sensitive to seed initialization: proposing a technique to reduce this sensitivity or initialization 
of the seeds more effectively  

2. NGDC uses fixed step size >> components with constantly high gradients may have less desirable 
impacts: using “adaptive moment estimation (ADAM)” update rule to tackle the issues 

3. Conducting more experiments using different distance metrics, like Canberra distance. 



Thank you! 

Soroosh Shalileh                                                                                                     

     sr.shalileh@gmail.com                                                                                         
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Introduction and terminology

To cluster

• Feature-rich network: a graph with a set of features associated with its nodes. 

• Community: a relatively dense group of entities with similar feature values. 

• Goal: to extract clusters using networks links and nodes features simultaneously.   

• Application: Medicine, Sociology, Text Summarisation, CS, Etc.



• Consider a feature-rich network at the nodes, A={P, Y}, over entity set “I”; “I” is a set of network nodes of cardinality |I|=N.  

•  Matrix of mutual link weights between nodes“i” & “j” ( );  

•  Matrix of feature values  for nodes  and over features  . 

• Feature model:           (AN) 

• Network (similarity) models:       1)     (AS);         

• : Binary N-dimensional cluster membership vectors (the clusters are crisp); 

• : V-dimensional cluster centroids;                : Positive network intensity weight. 

• : Residuals (Errors) to be minimised;                  represent the number of clusters

P = (pij) ∈ ℝN×N i = 1,2,...,N

Y = (yiv) ∈ ℝN×V yiv i = 1,2,...,N v = 1,2,...,V

yiv = ∑
k

ckvsik + fiv

pij = ∑
k

λksiksjk + eij

sk = (sik)

ck = (ckv) λk

eij , fiv k = 1,…, K
28

Proposed methods 
Least-squares model: notation 



• There can be various strategies for optimization of the (aforementioned) criterion.  

• we adopt:  

A) Sequentially cluster extraction strategy (one cluster at the time).  

B) Simultaneous cluster extraction strategy (K clusters at the time). 

• The former strategy: first, was proposed in “individual clusters Mirkin 1976 (in Russian), Mirkin JClas 
1987, Further Amorim & Mirkin PatRec 2012;  

• The latter strategy: K-Means is one the most popular instance.

29

Proposed methods 
Clustering strategies



• Pursuing the least-squares principles: criteria: minimise: 

  

• w.r.t unknown membership vectors  , cluster centroids  and intensity weight  

• Where  are user-defined constants, 

FAS (λk, sk, ck) = ρ
K

∑
k=1

∑
i,v

(yiv − ckvsik)2 + ξ
K

∑
k=1

∑
i,j

(pij − λksiksjk)2

sk ck λk

ρ , ξ (ρ = ξ = 1)

30

Proposed methods 
SEFNAC: methodology-I



• One by one (sequential) strategy: Search one cluster  at a time: (just remove the index k) 

  

• Applying first order optimality and little algebraic manipulation: 

•  ;        .

S , c , λ | λj

FAS (λ, si, cv) = ρ∑
i,v

(yiv − cvsi)2 + ξ∑
i,j

(pij − λsisj)2

cv =
∑i yivsi

|S |
λ =

∑i,j pijsisj

∑i s2
i ∑j s2

j

31

Proposed methods 
SEFNAC: methodology-II



• Expanding the Eqns. and optimal  and  and substituting them below implies: 

  

•   and   :  are quadratic scatters of  and , respectively. Thus: 

A. Under AS:   ; Where   

• Therefore, minimising the residuals is equivalent to maximising 

cv λ |λj

FAS(si) = ρ∑
i,v

y2
iv − 2ρ∑

i,v

yivcvsi + ∑
v

c2
v ∑

i

s2
i + ξ∑

i,j

p2
ij − 2ξλ∑

i,j

pijsisj + ξλ∑
i

s2
i ∑

j

s2
j

T(Y) = ∑
i,v

y2
iv T(P) = ∑

i,j

p2
ij Y P

FAS(S) = ρT(Y) + ξT(P) − GAS GAS = ρ |S |∑
v

c2
v + ξλ∑

i,j

pijsisj

G(S) i . e . GAS(S)

32

Proposed methods 
SEFNAC: methodology-III



• Maximising  : By optimally adding nodes one by one: Feature-rich Network Addition 
Clustering (FNAC). Using FNAC iteratively and sequentially for partitioning: SEFNAC. 

• FNAC: starts from a random seed “i” forming a singleton cluster . 

• At any current , considers every element ; select that “ ” at which the increment of contribution 
 is maximal. If this maximum is positive, then “ ” is added to “ ,” and the module runs again. 

• If the maximum is negative or zero or no unclustered entity has remained, the FNAC halts and outputs 
“ .” 

• Seed Relevance Check: Remove the seed from the found cluster “ .” If the removal increases the cluster 
contribution, this seed is extracted from the cluster.

G(S) i . e . GAS(S)

S = {i}

S j ∈ I − S j
G(s) j S

S

S

33

Proposed methods (local search) 
SEFNAC: methodology-IV



• SEFNAC: 

1. Initialisation. Define , the set of entities to which FNAC applies at every iteration, and set cluster 
counter . 

2. Define matrices  and  as parts of  and  restricted at . Apply FNAC at , denote the output 
cluster  as , 

3. Redefine  by removing all the elements of  from it (i.e. ). Check whether thus obtained  is 
empty or not:  

If yes, stop. Define the current  as  and output  for . If not, add  to , and go to step 
2. 

Mirkin, B. and Shalileh, S., 2022. Community Detection in Feature-Rich Networks Using Data Recovery 
Approach. Journal of Classification, pp.1-31.

J = I
k = 1

YJ PJ Y P J J
S Sk

J Sk J = J − Sk J

k K Sk k = 1,...,K 1 k

34

Proposed methods 
SEFNAC: methodology-V



• Four algorithms from the literature 

1. CESNA: J. Yang, J. McAuley, and J. Leskovec. 2013. Community detection in networks with node attributes. In 
IEEE 13th International Conference on Data Mining. IEEE Computer Society, Washington DC, USA, 1151–1156. 
(Author of SNAP Lib.): Probabilistic Generative Model 

2. SIAN: M.E. Newman and A. Clauset. 2016. Structure and inference in annotated networks. Nature 
Communications 7 (2016), 11863. (Authors of Modularity): Bayesian statistical inference >> Generative Network Model  

3. DMoN: A. Tsitsulin, J. Palowitch, B. Perozzi, and E. Muller. 2020. Graph clustering with graph neural networks. 
arXiv preprint (2020). arXiv:2006.16904. (Google data scientists): Graph Convolutional Neural Networks 

4. EVA: S. Citraro and G. Rossetti. 2020. Identifying and exploiting homogeneous communities in labeled networks. 
Applied Network Science 5, 1 (2020), 1–20. (KDD Researchers): Heuristic: Modularity & Purity

35

Experiments settings 
Competition



• Adjusted Rand Index (ARI): Proposed in: L. Hubert and P. Arabie. 1985. Comparing partitions, Journal of 
Classification, 2, 1 (1985), 193–218. 

• Given two partitions:  Cluster memberships ;  Ground truth  

• Contingency table is a two-way table, such that its rows correspond to parts of , and its columns, to parts 
of .  

• The -th entry is  , the frequency of  co-occurrences.  

• Marginal row and marginal column are defined as  and  

 

• The closer to unity the better.

S = {Sk}K
k=1 T = {Tl}L

l=1

S
T

(k, l) nkl = |Sk ∩ Tl | (k, l)

ak = ∑L
l=1 nkl = |Sk | bl = ∑K

k=1 nkl = |Tl |

ARI(S, T) =
∑k,l (nkl

2 ) − [∑k (ak

2 )∑l (bl

2 )]/(N
2 )

1
2 [∑k (ak

2 ) + ∑l (bl

2 )] − [∑k (ak

2 )∑l (bl

2 )]/(N
2 )]

36

Experiments settings 
Metric



• Eight  popular real-world data sets

37

Experiments settings 
Data sets: real-world



• Small-size networks:           200 nodes; Five communities; Five features 

• Medium-size networks:       1000 nodes; 15 communities; 10 features 

• 8 settings, each setting has 10 repeats: 

• Setting:   

Links: within-cluster , between-cluster  

Features:  

within clusters: quantitative: Gaussian, random center from  where  

                                                : categorical:  random center,  

• Total number of synthetic data sets: 800

p = {0.7,0.9} q = {0.3,0.6}

α[−1, + 1] α ∈ {0.7,0.9}

ϵ = {0.7,0.9}

38

Experiments settings 
Data sets: synthetic data
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Experiments 
SEFNAC on real-world data sets

• SEFNAC wins the HVR6, Lawyers, COSN and SinaNet competitions. 

• SIAN wins the competition for PARLIAMENT, and takes second place in the LAWYERS competition. On average, it shows 
better performance than what we observed over synthetic data. 

• CESNA except for COSN loses its efficiency. EVA again performs poorly.



• CESNA wins seven out of eight competitions. 

• SIAN performs moderately acceptable. 

• EVA performs poorly. Reasons: the assumption over sparsity of networks; inappropriate feature models(EVA); stocking in local optima 

• SEFNAC also performs acceptably.
40

Experiments 
SEFNAC on categorical synthetic data sets: small-size



• CESNA wins one out of eight competitions. 

• SIAN and EVA perform poorly. 

• SEFNAC wins the competition.
41

Experiments 
SEFNAC on categorical synthetic data sets: medium-size
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Proposed methods (extended k-means) 
KEFRiN: assumptions & notation 

• Consider a feature-rich network at the nodes, , over entity set “I”; 

• “I” is a set of network nodes of cardinality .  

•  Matrix of mutual link weights between nodes“i” & “j”;  

•  Matrix of feature values  for nodes  and over features .  

• We model feature part as:      

• We model network part as:        

•   Number of clusters;   : Binary N-dimensional cluster membership vectors (crisp clusters); 

• : V-dimensional cluster centroids;     : N-dimensional cluster centroids vector in network data space; 

• : Residuals (Errors) to be minimised;

A = {P, Y}

| I | = N

P = (pij) ∈ ℝN×N

Y = (yiv) ∈ ℝN×V yiv i = 1,2,...,N v = 1,2,…, V

yiv = ∑
k

ckvsik + fiv

pij = ∑
k

λkjsik + eij

k = 1,…, K sk = (sik)

ck = (ckv) λk = (λkj)

eij , fiv



• The least-squares criterion: minimise:  

 

• w.r.t unknown membership vectors  , cluster centroids  and  in feature data space and network 
links space 

• Where  are user-defined constants, 

FAN (λk, sk, ck) = ρ∑
i,v

(yiv −
K

∑
k=1

ckvsik)2 + ξ∑
i,j

(pij −
K

∑
k=1

λkjsik)2

sk ck λk

ρ , ξ (ρ = ξ = 1)

43

Proposed methods 
KEFRiN: methodology-I



• Simultaneous strategy: Search for all  clusters  simultaneously:  

 

• Applying first order optimality and little algebraic manipulation: 

•  ;      

K sik , ckv , λkj

F(sik, ckv, λkj) = ρ∑
i,v

(yiv −
K

∑
k=1

ckvsik)2 + ξ∑
i,j

(pij −
K

∑
k=1

λkjsik)2

ckv =
∑i yivsik

|Sk |
λkj =

∑i pijsik

|Sk |

44

SProposed methods 
KEFRiN: methodology-II



• Expanding the criterion and optimal  and  and substituting them below implies: 

 

•   and   :  are quadratic scatters of  and , respectively.  

• Breaking down  where, in respect, each represents the 
residuals of  

•  and 

ckv λkj

F(sik) = ρ(∑
i,v

y2
iv − 2∑

k
∑

v

ckv ∑
i

(yivsik) + ∑
k

∑
v

c2
kv |Sk | ) + ξ(∑

i,j

p2
ij − 2∑

k
∑

j

λkj ∑
i

(pijsik) + ∑
k

∑
j

λ2
kj |Sk | )

T(Y) = ∑
i,v

y2
iv T(P) = ∑

i,j

p2
ij Y P

F(sik) = FY + FP
Y & P

FY = ρ(T(Y) − ∑
k,v

c2
kv |Sk | ) FP = ξ(T(P) − ∑

k,j

λ2
kj |Sk | )

45

Proposed methods 
KEFRiN: methodology-III



• Breaking down  where, in respect, each represents the 
residuals of  

• Thus:   and similarly,  

•  are indeed Euclidean distance; though it can be replaced with Cosine distance to tackle the curse of 
dimensionality (or any other distances metrics) 

• To minimise our proposed clustering criterion, we extend the well-known K-Means algorithm, and we name it 
KEFRiN. 

A. KEFRiNe:  represents the case when the Euclidean distance is being applied:  

B. KEFRiNc: represents the case when the Cosine distance is being applied:  

C. KEFRiNm: represents the case when the Manhattan distance is being applied: 

F(sik) = FY + FP
Y & P

FY = ρ(T(Y) − ∑
k,v

c2
kv |Sk | ) = ρd(ck, yi:) FP = ξ(T(P) − ∑

k,j

λ2
kj |Sk | ) = ξd(λk, pi:)

FY & FP

F(sik) = ρde(ck, yi:) + ξde(λk, pi:)

F(sik) = ρdc(ck, yi:) + ξdc(λk, pi:)

F(sik) = ρdm(ck, yi:) + ξdm(λk, pi:)
46

Proposed methods 
KEFRiN: methodology-IV



1. Initialisation: choose the number of clusters, ; initialise seed centroids:  & , and empty 
cluster lists . 

2. Clusters update: given  centroids:  centroids in the feature space, and  centroids in the network space: 
determine clusters  with minimum distance rule: either with or  or  :  

KEFRiNe: ;   KEFRiNc: ;    KEFRiNm:  

3. Stop-condition: check whether . If yes, stop the clustering procedure, 
. Otherwise, change  with ; 

4. Centroids update: Given clusters  calculate within-cluster means in the feature space and the network 
space and go to Step 3. 

Shalileh, S. and Mirkin, B., 2022. Community Partitioning over Feature-Rich Networks Using an Extended K-Means Method. 
Entropy, 24(5), p.626.

K C = {cK}K
k=1 Λ = {λK}K

k=1
S = {Sk}K

k=1

2 × K K K
S′ = {Sk

k}K
k=1 de( . ) dc( . ) dm( . )

de(yi:, ck) + de(pi:, λk) dc(yi:, ck) + dc(pi:, λk) dm(yi:, ck) + dm(pi:, λk)

S′ = S
S = {Sk}K

k=1, C = {ck}K
k=1, Λ = {λk}K

k=1 S S′ 

S = {Sk}K
k=1
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Proposed methods (extended K-means algorithm) 
KEFRiN: methodology-V
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Experiments 
KEFRiN on real-world data sets

• SIAN wins the competition for PARLIAMENT, and takes second place in the LAWYERS competition. On average, it shows better performance than 
what we observed over synthetic data. 

• CESNA except for COSN loses its efficiency.  

• SEFNAC wins the Lawyers, and takes second place in WT competition. 

• KEFRiNc  and DMoN are close competitors and the dominating the table.



• CESNA wins three out of eight competitions. 

• SIAN and DMoN perform moderately acceptable. 

• SEFNAC wins the five remaining settings. 

• KEFRiN methods perform acceptably.
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Experiments 
KEFRiN on categorical synthetic data sets: small-size



• CESNA takes the second place two times. 

• SIAN performs poorly.  

• DMoN’s performance is relatively acceptable. 

• SEFNAC is the winner. 

• KEFRiN methods perform acceptably.
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Experiments 
KEFRiN on categorical synthetic data sets: medium-size



1.  Automating choice of the weight coefficients  

2. An interesting real-world application. 

3. Extending the proposed methods in theory-driven framework  

4. Accelerating the computational speed of the SEFNAC methods. 

5. Applying KEFRiN methods at feature-rich networks using similarity data should be considered as 
another future work. 

More related publications: 

- Shalileh, S., & Mirkin, B. Community extraction in feature-rich networks with least-squares criteria using 
similarity data. PLoS One.   

- Shalileh, S., & Mirkin, B. Summable and nonsummable data-driven models for community detection in 
feature-rich networks. Submitted to Social Network Analysis and Mining (SNAM). 

(ρ & ξ)
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Direction for future work 



Thank you! 

sr.shalileh@gmail.com 

Soroosh Shalileh
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